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Executive Summary

This document briefly describes the key objectives of T1.5 (Dynamics of Metadata), which forms
part of NeOn WP1. The overall goal of NeOn’s work package 1 is to develop an integrated
approach to the evolution process of networked ontologies and related metadata. Within this
context, the more specific goal of T1.5 is to capture the evolution of metadata due to changed
concepts, relations or metadata in one of the networked ontologies, and to capture changes to the
ontology caused by changes to the metadata. After a short discussion of the nature of metadata,
we propose a methodology to capture (1) the evolution of metadata and (2) changes to the
ontology. This will lead, in a later stage of the project, to the actual implementation of an approach
for evolution of metadata related to networked ontologies.
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1. Introduction
This document briefly describes the key objectives of T1.5 (Dynamics of Metadata), which forms
part of NeOn WP1. The overall goal of NeOn’s work package 1 is to develop an integrated
approach to the evolution process of networked ontologies and related metadata. Within this
context, the more specific goal of T1.5 is to capture the evolution of metadata due to changed
concepts, relations or related metadata in one of the networked ontologies, and to capture changes
to the ontology caused by changes to the metadata. After a short discussion of the nature of
metadata, we propose a methodology to capture (1) the evolution of metadata and (2) changes to
the ontology. This will lead, in a later stage of the project, to the actual implementation of an
approach for evolution of metadata related to networked ontologies.
In the remainder of this section, we introduce some relevant concepts. Section 2 provides some
background information about the nature of semantic metadata and the need for mechanisms to
represent its evolution. Sections 3 and 4 describe the top-down and bottom-up approaches
respectively: the top-down approach describing the required metadata changes to reflect ontology
changes, and the bottom-up approach describing the required ontology changes to reflect
metadata changes. Finally, Section 5 concludes with a description of future work.

1.1

Terminology: Semantic Metadata

At this stage, we would like to clarify some terminological ambiguity when talking about metadata.
This is due to the use of the term in various areas of knowledge engineering. First, there is the
notion of metadata as ontology metadata. Ontology metadata provides information about the
ontology, e.g. who created it, how many concepts it contains, etc. A proposal exists for a standard
description for this type of metadata information, the Ontology Metadata Vocabulary (OMV) [1].
Changes in the ontology may affect the value of these standardised attributes: for instance, the
addition of another natural language for the labels will lead to a change in the OMV “language”
attribute. Ontology metadata in this sense is dealt with in Task 1.3 and is therefore not discussed
further here.
The second notion of metadata stems from the area of natural language processing, and is often
called semantic metadata or annotations. This type of metadata concerns concept instantiation
in the form of the annotation of textual (or other forms of) data, and therefore contains information
about the linguistic content of the ontology. Note that within NeOn, we are concerned primarily with
text rather than other forms of media such as images or videos, so where the question of media is
left unspecified, we shall be referring to textual forms of media. In this sense of metadata, data
annotation concerns the task of adding metadata to text. In this context it concerns the linking of
instances in the text to concepts in the ontology, and potentially also finding relations between
such concepts. This is known as semantic metadata creation, which forms the main link between
text and ontologies. It is applied to ontology evolution in the form of bottom-up change discovery
and ontology population, which concerns adding instances from the text to concepts in the
ontology. In this deliverable, we will be discussing the dynamics of semantic textual metadata:
hereafter when we refer to metadata, unless otherwise stated, we mean semantic metadata.
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2. Support for metadata evolution
Support for metadata evolution becomes extremely important in a distributed, dynamic
environment. Change management should warrant the continuity of data access, i.e. all data
previously associated with an older version of an ontology should be accessible and interpretable
through the new version. When ontologies change, this change must be propagated to all the
information objects that are dependent on them, such as local copies of ontologies and annotated
texts. After the detection of changes in conceptual structure between two versions of an ontology,
the ontology management system must enable the update of metadata affected by the changes in
the ontology, in order to maintain a consistent link between ontology and metadata. This link is
defined by a number of attributes, amongst which are the URLs for ontology, annotated text and
concept. Similarly, the system must be capable of enabling updates to the ontology which may be
necessary when the metadata changes: for example, the processing of new documents might
show the emergence of new concepts and new relations, reflecting an evolution of the domain
itself, or some concepts may become less significant. Similarly, the mismatch between the results
of two different annotators in a collaborative annotation environment might require the merging of
two subconcepts in an ontology. In these scenarios, the evolution of ontologies should be guided
by changes in the metadata, to keep the knowledge they contain up-to-date with respect to the
considered domain.
Before we discuss the support for changing metadata and the methodology we use (section 2.2),
we first take a brief look at the creation of semantic metadata, in order to fully understand the role
of its creation, existence and need for maintenance.

2.1. Creation of semantic metadata
The Semantic Web aims to add a machine tractable, repurposable layer to complement the
existing web of natural language hypertext. In order to realise this vision, the creation of semantic
annotation, the linking of web pages to ontologies, and the creation, evolution and interrelation of
ontologies must become automatic or semi-automatic processes. An important aspect of the
Semantic Web revolution is that it is based largely on human language materials, and in making
the shift to the next generation knowledge-based web, human language will remain crucial. In the
context of new work on distributed computation, Semantic Web Services go beyond current
services by adding ontologies and formal knowledge to support description, discovery, negotiation,
mediation and composition. This formal knowledge is often strongly related to informal materials.
To make these types of services cost-effective, we need automatic knowledge harvesting from all
forms of content that contain natural language text or spoken data.
Semantic annotation is essentially the task of assigning to the entities in the text links to their
semantic descriptions. This kind of metadata provides both class and instance information about
the entities. Semantic annotations enable many new applications to be performed, such as
highlighting, indexing and retrieval, categorisation, generation of more advanced metadata, and a
smooth traversal between unstructured text and available relevant knowledge. Semantic
annotation can be applied to any kind of text - web pages, regular (non-web-based) documents,
text fields in databases, etc. - or even to non-textual forms of data (although, as mentioned earlier,
we shall restrict ourselves to textual content). Furthermore, knowledge acquisition can be
performed on the basis of the extraction of more complex dependencies, such as analysis of the
relationships between entities, event and situation descriptions, and so on.
Automatic semantic annotation of textual data is generally carried out by means of some kind of
ontology-based information extraction (OBIE). While semantic annotation can of course be
performed manually, it is a time-consuming and laborious task, which certainly cannot scale to the
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demands of real world applications on the web. Therefore at the least, a semi-automatic, if not fully
automatic, process is required. Ontology-based IE differs from traditional IE in a number of ways.
First, it makes uses of a formal ontology rather than a flat lexicon or gazetteer, which may also
require reasoning to be carried out. Second, it not only finds the (most specific) type of the
extracted entity, but it also identifies it, by linking it to its semantic description in the instance base.
This allows entities to be traced across documents and their descriptions to be enriched through
the IE process. This more semantic form of IE is therefore a much harder task than the traditional
one: see for example [2], which describes the extension of a traditional IE system into one which
performs a more semantic extraction, comparing the two tasks, systems and results.
The automatic population of ontologies with instances from the text requires the existence of an
ontology and a corpus. From this, an OBIE application identifies instances in the text belonging to
concepts in the ontology, and adds these instances to the ontology in the correct location. It is
important to note that instances may appear in more than one location in the ontology, because of
the multidimensional nature of many ontologies and/or ambiguities which cannot or should not be
resolved at this level. For examples of OBIE applications, see for example [3] and [4].

2.2. Support for metadata evolution
With respect to ontology evolution, we may distinguish two types of changes: top-down and
bottom-up [8]. Top-down changes are explicit changes in the ontology, to which the metadata
needs to be adapted. Bottom-up changes occur when distributed metadata need to be reflected by
changes of an ontology. As mentioned above, we shall not concern ourselves in this task with
changes that involve the ontology metadata, only with those that involve semantic metadata.
Top-Down metadata evolution: As metadata creation is an expensive task, it is important that
sets of ontology metadata and document annotations are kept in sync with an evolving ontology.
As far as possible, we do not want to have to reannotate a whole corpus every time the ontology
changes in some way (although in some cases this is inevitable). The evolution of the related
metadata has to be synchronised with the evolution of the ontologies for the purpose of preserving
instance data and compatibility between ontology versions [7]. Therefore, methods for evolving
metadata automatically and in parallel with the networked ontologies are required. In the presence
of networked ontologies, this includes the synchronisation of distributed metadata.
Bottom-Up ontology evolution: Textual resources and the associated metadata generally evolve
faster than the related ontologies. In that sense, they reflect more accurately the evolution of the
domain itself, e.g. progresses realised in scientific fields, new trends or obsolete elements. Even if
ontologies are supposed to be a stable conceptualisation of the domain, the evolution of the
metadata has to be reflected in the related ontologies, to keep the relation between ontologies and
metadata up-to-date, and so that the ontologies evolve in accordance with the current state of the
domain they represent. Therefore, the dynamics of metadata have to be captured in a way that it
can be related to the adequate ontologies and guide their evolution by suggesting corresponding
ontology changes, leading to a metadata-driven maintenance of ontologies. We shall therefore
investigate which operations are necessary to cover a number of evolution strategies for bottom-up
change discovery, e.g. in the case of a required extension or refinement of the ontological structure
of a particular ontology component, or the suggestion of the merge of two classes for a particular
application if an automatic classifier is unable to distinguish between the two (or if human
agreement is not reached) and the concepts in question are considered relatively similar.
Consequently, changes in ontology structure, rather explicit (top-down) or suggested by metadata
changes (bottom-up), will need to be captured by means of evolution operations, and described in
some standardised fashion. One solution to this problem is to keep the metadata static and keep
track of the (specific) version of the ontology used for the text annotation. In this case, we assume
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that annotations are stable but contextual, and thereby manage the evolution of the ontology only
at the ontological level by means of links between the old and new versions of the ontology, or the
link between different ontologies. In this case we could study how the annotations according to one
ontology can be imported into a new ontology (linked to the other ontology in a formal way).
However, this approach leads to a high level of complexity if there are many versions of the
ontology and also makes automatic processing more difficult (for example, using the populated
ontology for tasks such as information retrieval and question answering). Furthermore, it is not
evident how this could be achieved when material is added to or deleted from the ontology, as links
cannot exist to items which are non-existent. So it would only be useful for certain types of change
and not as a complete framework for change (assuming that we wish to avoid data loss).
A potential candidate for the change capture and description phases is [5], who propose a
framework that integrates all sources of ontology change information. A so-called transformation
set encompasses all changes that have occurred between an old and a new version of the
ontology. The changes that can occur in OWL ontologies have been gathered into a change
typology and made available on the web. The change typology is an ontology of change
operations, and covers basic change operations such as “delete superclass”, and complex
operations, e.g. “add an entire subtree”. The ontology of basic change operations contains “add”
and “delete” operations for each feature of the OWL knowledge model. Complex operations consist
of a combination of basic operations. We envisage evaluating this ontology with respect in the light
of the requirements for capturing the dynamics of metadata. For this purpose we shall establish:
1. which change classes are relevant for metadata evolution;
2. what effect such changes have on the metadata, and what action should follow these
changes. For instance, if a concept is moved, references to the concept should be found
and modified appropriately; if a concept is deleted, annotations referencing the concept
should be changed to reference its superclass, etc.
3. what effect the evolution of metadata has on the ontologies, in terms of ontology changes.
For instance, if a new prominent term appears from a set of textual resources, a concept
should be added in the ontology; if two terms appear to be related in the metadata (e.g.
through frequent co-occurrence) then the ontology should be extended with a new relation.

In the following section, we describe in more detail the first task -- capturing metadata changes
resulting from ontology changes -- and the methodology we plan to follow. The envisaged end
product of this task will be a classification of ontology change types relevant for capturing metadata
evolution, and associated operations on the metadata database.

D 1.5.1 Dynamics of Metadata
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3. Capturing changes to metadata
As mentioned in Section 2.2, one aspect of capturing metadata evolution concerns top-down
changes to the ontology. This is where explicit changes in the ontology require adaptation of the
semantic metadata in order to remain synchronised with the evolving ontology. For example, if a
concept is removed from the ontology, we must consider what should happen to the associated
metadata (instances) attached to it. Where possible, we want to automate this evolution process by
capturing the regularities that persist. In some cases, re-annotation or manual intervention will be
the only solution, but we want to avoid this wherever possible in order to maximise efficiency. We
first consider Klein and Noy's framework for capturing ontology evolution (as introduced in the
previous section), and then investigate its suitability for our purposes and what adaptations it may
require. Note that although Klein and Noy's framework deals with both basic and complex
changes, we restrict ourselves here largely to discussing the basic changes, since the complex
changes can be inferred from the basic changes.

3.1 Klein and Noy’s hierarchy
Klein and Noy's proposed hierarchy for ontology evolution describes a complete support for
change management in an ontology environment, given an ontology O and its two versions V1 and
V2. It consists of a set of basic change operations, each one modifying a specific feature of the
OWL knowledge model, for example, changing the cardinality of a property restriction. The change
operations are organised into a hierarchy in order to exploit inheritance and to be able to specify
common changes more efficiently, by enabling, for example, the specification of facts for multiple
operations only once. They also propose a set of complex change operations, which are composed
of multiple basic operations or which incorporate some additional kind of knowledge about the
change. This provides a means to group several related basic mechanisms together into a single
operation.
Noy notes that the set of change operations for ontologies is much larger than that for database
schemas [10], partly because of the richer knowledge model for ontologies, e.g. operations that
deal with changes in slot restrictions, and partly because of the use of composite operations, e.g.
changing a domain slot from a class to its superclass.
Below we summarise the main aspects of Klein and Noy's set of possible change operations as
detailed in their paper. They classify the operations in terms of their information preservation effect,
i.e. whether changes are information-preserving (no instance data is lost), translatable (instance
data is not lost but must be translated into a new form), and information loss (some instance data
may be lost). The full ontology of changes is shown in the Appendix to this document. It differs a
little from the change set they describe in their paper, which is more of a frame-based approach.
We present the simplified version here for the sake of clarity (as it highlights the most important
aspects) and also because they do not specify all the effects for the full OWL-based ontology given
in the Appendix.
Changes to Classes
•

create class C
o

•

effect - no data is lost

delete class C

2006–2007 © Copyright lies with the respective authors and their institutions
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o

•

effect: instances of C are less specifically typed

merge 2 classes
o

•

effect: no data is lost

reclassify a class C as an instance
o

•

effect - C may inherit additional slots, but no data is lost

reclassify an instance I as a class
o

•

effect - C no longer has the slots that it inherited from its direct superclass, so any
values for such slots become invalid

move a superclass of class C to a class lower in the hierarchy
o

•

effect - instances that belonged to both classes are now invalid

move a superclass of class C to a class higher in the hierarchy
o

•

effect - slots from instances of SubC are lost

declare classes C1 and C2 as disjoint
o

•

effect - subC inherits new slots from SuperC

remove subclass-superclass link between subclass SubC and a superclass SuperC
o

•

effect - instances of C become instances of its superclass

add subclass-superclass link between subclass SubC and a superclass SuperC
o

•

NeOn Integrated Project EU-IST-027595

effect - no data is lost if slot values are moved; slots of the new class will be the
union of the two old classes

split a class into 2 or more
o

effect - the operation must specify which of the new classes the instances of the old
class should belong to

Changes to Slots
•

create slot S
o

•

delete slot S
o

•

effect - no data is lost

remove slot S from class C
o

•

effect - values of S for all instances are lost

attach slot S to class C
o

•

effect - no data is lost

effect - values of S for all instances are lost

move a slot from class C1 to class C2

D 1.5.1 Dynamics of Metadata

o
•

effect - values of slot S for instances of superC are no longer valid

widen a restriction for a slot S
o

•

effect - class subC still inherits slot S so nothing is lost

move slot S from superclass superC to subclass subC
o

•

effect - values that violate these restrictions are invalid

move slot S from subclass subC to superclass superC
o

•

effect - no data is lost

define a slot S as transitive or symmetric
o

•

Page 13 of 34

effect - all existing slot values are still valid

narrow a restriction for a slot S
o

effect - slot values may become invalid

3.2 Discussion
The main element missing from Klein and Noy's typology is the networked nature of ontologies.
For example, the addition of a new ontology to the network would require the addition of new
instances and possibly other changes such as relational information linking instances to different
parts of the network. This aspect is dealt with in T1.3 (change propagation models), which deals
with all change propagation, including changes at the level of the network; however we focus here
on any changes which could affect the metadata. For the moment, we concentrate on the changes
that stem from one ontology; networked ontology evolution will be part of future work.
The other difference between Klein and Noy's typology and our proposed framework is that they
basically developed the change ontology for their own metamodel of OWL, which was built with
different assumptions and design considerations that are partially incompatible with those of NeOn.
For example the references to slots are more concerned with a frame-based model and are not
really appropriate here, although many of them can be translated into changes that affect
instances.
Finally, we also aim to provide a different kind of categorisation of the changes: for example,
distinguishing between changes that stem from or affect the network, ontology, entity or instance.
We also need to characterise the actions associated with the changes, rather than just specifying
the information loss: for example, addition of a new concept in the ontology may require additional
annotation in order to find the relevant metadata (instances); deletion of a concept may involve an
automatic deletion of its relevant instances; merging two concepts requires merging of their
instances, and so on.

3.3 Refined framework
We classify the changes according to those which stem principally from the ontology, concept or
instance level. First we look at the effect on the instances caused by changes to the ontology /
concepts. We describe the change and the effect on the data (largely as established by Klein and
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Noy, though with some differences related to the frame-based vs OWL implementation), and
propose the actions that should be taken. Note that our aim here is to attempt to specify the
changes and actions that should take place – some of these will most likely occur as a matter of
course (such as merging associated instances when their respective classes are merged).
It must be borne in mind that the change typology below represents an initial framework for
capturing changes in ontologies. Its envisaged role is to serve as the basis for further discussion
and a more formalised specification within tasks 1.5 and more importantly 1.3, the latter of which
covers the whole spectrum of ontology change.

3.3.1

Changes Originating at the Ontology Level

First we look at some of the changes which involve changes to the relations between existing
classes. In general, these do not affect the metadata, because instances are still valid, as shown in
the following two scenarios.

•

•

add subclass-superclass link between subclass SubC and a superclass SuperC
•

effect - instances of SubC should still be valid

•

action - no action needed

remove subclass-superclass link between subclass SubC and a superclass SuperC
•

effect - instances of SubC should still be valid

•

action – no action needed

There are, however, cases where ontology-level changes may affect the instances
•

•

3.3.2

declare classes C1 and C2 as disjoint
•

effect -- instances that belonged to both classes are now invalid

•

action – re-annotation will be necessary in order to decide which classes such
instances should belong to

declare classes C1 and C2 as equivalent
o

effect – no data loss

o

action – instances need to be mapped to the equivalent class and duplicates
removed

Changes Originating at the Property Level

Similarly, most changes originating at the property level do not really affect the metadata as such:
for example, changing a property means that a new property will be attached to the instance, but
does not affect the instance per se.
•

add a new property

D 1.5.1 Dynamics of Metadata
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•

effect - no data is lost

•

action – reannotation necessary to acquire new instances

remove property
•

effect: data loss

•

action: instance should automatically inherit the superproperty

Changes Originating at the Concept Level

Changes occurring at the concept level are the ones most likely to influence the metadata: in some
cases, the instances may have to be moved to new classes; in other cases, reannotation may be
required in order to acquire new instances (e.g. when new classes are added to the ontology). This
is described further in Section 3.4
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

add superclass C


effect - no data is lost



action – reannotation necessary to acquire new instances of C

add subclass C
•

effect - no data is lost

•

action – reannotation necessary to acquire new instances of C

add disjoint class C
•

effect - no data is lost

•

action - reannotation necessary to acquire new instances of C

remove disjoint class C
•

effect - instances attached to the class are lost

•

action – move instances to superclass

modify disjoint class C to superclass
•

effect - no data is lost

•

action – move instances to superclass

modify disjoint class C to subclass
•

effect - no data is lost

•

action – move instances to subclass

add equivalent class C
•

effect - no data is lost

•

action - instances belonging to equivalent class must be automatically added to C
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modify equivalent class C to superclass
•

effect - no data is lost

•

action – instances must be removed from C (but not from its equivalent class)

modify equivalent class C to subclass
•

effect - no data is lost

•

action - instances must be removed from C (but not from its equivalent class)
Reannotation will also be necessary

remove equivalent class C
•

effect - no data is lost

•

action - automatic - instances belonging to C should be removed

remove superclass C
•

effect - instances of C are lost

•

action - instances of C must be moved to their superclass; properties inherited from
C are removed.

remove subclass C
•

effect - instances of C are lost

•

action - instances of C must be moved to their superclass

modify superclass to subclass
•

effect - no data loss

•

action - instances must be moved to the subclass

modify subclass to superclass
•

effect - no data loss

•

action - instances must be moved to the superclass

reclassify a class C as an instance
•

effect – instances of class C are lost

•

action – instances of class C must be moved to the superclass

merge 2 classes
•

effect - instances of these classes are lost

•

action – instances must be moved to the new class and any duplicates removed

split a class into 2 or more
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•

effect - instances must be moved

•

action – instances must be reclassified via reannotation

Changes Originating at the Instance Level

Note that these represent the class "Individual_change" in Klein's ontology.
•

•

•

•

•

3.3.5

add an instance I
o

effect -- none

o

action -- none

delete an instance I
o

effect – data loss

o

action – remove any equivalent instances

reclassify an instance I as a class
•

effect – no data is lost

•

action – re-annotation to acquire instances of the new class

add an equivalent instance I
•

effect: no data lost

•

action: none

remove an equivalent instance I


effect: no data lost



action: none

Complex operations

We do not specify here the complex operations, as the relevant actions can be derived from the
actions for the basic operations.

3.4

Planned Implementation

The actions shown in section 3.3 resulting from changes to metadata can be divided into a set of 3
possible types:
1. no action is needed;
2. a manual process is required;
3. some automatic process should take place.
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The first action is self-explanatory and requires no further discussion. In some cases, a degree of
data loss is inevitable.
The second action almost always requires some kind of re-annotation of the corpus. This can be
for several reasons:
i.

Existing information in the ontology needs to be reclassified. This could be the case where
a new subclass is added. Imagine we have an ontology which contains the class
comestible and the subclass food. Now imagine we add a new subclass of comestible,
drink. Before this subclass was added, all instances of drink that were not also instances of
food would have been classified simply as comestible, because that was the most specific
class to which they could belong in the ontology. Once drink is added to the ontology, such
instances need reclassifying under the drink class. However, this is almost impossible to do
automatically because we have no way of knowing which instances of comestible should be
moved and which should not, unless we return to the text for further analysis.

ii.

Information is missing from the ontology. This could be the case when a new top class is
added to the ontology, or when an instance is reclassified as a class. Imagine that drink
was previously in the ontology as an instance of comestible, and is changed to be a
subclass of comestible 1 . In this case, there would probably have been no types of drink
(such as wine, water etc.) present so far in the ontology, otherwise drink would not have
been classified as an instance. So these instances, if present in the data, would need to be
added as new instances of drink.

iii.

It may also be a combination of the two factors. For example, in the case where a new
superclass is added to the ontology, some information may be missing and some may need
reclassification.

While missing instances can simply be added to the appropriate place in the ontology when found
in the text, reclassification is a little more tricky because it consists of a two-stage process: first the
system must find the instances in the text and recognise that they are currently not classified in the
most appropriate way in the ontology, and second, it must follow the automatic procedure for
reclassification as specified in action (3) below.
The third action requires a set of procedures to be followed for automating the reclassification of
instances in the ontology. Below we give an example of some such possible procedures: naturally
the exact procedures will be implementation-specific according to the ontology model used.
•
•

•
•

1

When a class is added
o It will automatically inherit from its superclasses a set of properties
When an equivalent class is added
o It will inherit all the instances from its equivalent class
o These instances will all have a sameIndividualAs statement added
When an instance is added
o It will automatically inherit from its superclasses a set of properties.
When a class is deleted
o A list of all its superclasses is obtained. For each class in this list, a list of its
subclasses is obtained and the deleted class is removed from it.
o All subclasses of the deleted class are moved to subclasses of the parent of the
deleted superclass. A list of all its disjoint classes is obtained. For each subclass in

We imagine that drink was originally (mis)classified as an instance and we wish to now change it to be a class.
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this list, a list of its disjoint classes is obtained and the deleted class is removed
from it.
o A list of all its sameAs classes is obtained. For each class in this list, a list of its
sameAs classes is obtained and the deleted class is removed from it.
o A list of all its differentFrom classes is obtained. For each class in this list, a list of
its differentFrom classes is obtained and the deleted class is removed from it.
o All instances of the deleted class are moved to their direct superclass in the
ontology.
When an instance is deleted
o A list of all its sameIndividualAs instances is obtained. For each instance in this list,
a list of its sameIndividualAs instances is obtained and the deleted instance is
removed from it.
o A list of all its differentFrom instances is obtained. For each instance in this list, a
list of its differentFrom instances is obtained and the deleted instance is removed
from it.
When a property is deleted
o A list of all its super properties is obtained. For each property in this list, a list of its
sub properties is obtained and the deleted property is removed from it.
o All sub properties of the deleted property are removed from the ontology.
o A list of all its sameAs properties is obtained. For each property in this list, a list of
its sameAs properties is obtained and the deleted property is removed from it.
o A list of all its differentFrom properties is obtained. For each property in this list, a
list of its differentFrom properties is obtained and the deleted property is removed
from it.
o All instances of the ontology are checked to see if they have the deleted property
set on them. If so the respective property is deleted.
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4. Ontology evolution implied by changes in the metadata
We consider here the scenarios in which a set of documents associated with metadata are
evolving. Metadata is generally used to index documents and resources and to describe their
content, in order to facilitate their search, exploitation and management. In these scenarios, the
use of ontologies allows for more expressive descriptions by relying on the semantics of the
employed terms, enabling powerful mechanisms for metadata management and exploitation
(content-based access, disambiguation, semantic search, etc.) Unfortunately, documents and
metadata can evolve faster than ontologies, which are supposed to be stable representations of
the considered domain: new documents are added, containing new concepts and relations
between them, or documents become obsolete thus reducing the need for certain ontology
elements that are only characteristic for them. These evolutions of the metadata lead to an
important gap between the elements that need to be described and the knowledge contained in the
ontologies. In this section, we focus on the definition of a methodology for capturing this gap and
the proposal of the necessary changes, thereby providing a metadata-driven evolution, or
maintenance, of ontologies.
In this section, we consider the notion of metadata according to a general definition: information
about the content of a resource or a document. Resources and documents can take different
forms, (texts, images, etc.), and the associated metadata can be either manual annotations (e.g.
folksonomy tags given by the author of an image) or automatically extracted (e.g. using tools for
information extraction from texts). In the case of semantic annotations, metadata is represented
according to ontology elements. The goal of this section is to show how ontologies can evolve in
accordance with the evolution of metadata associated with documents of the domain. The basis of
the proposed mechanism consists of relating evolving (non-semantic) metadata with the
considered ontologies, in order to assess the insufficiencies of these ontologies in representing the
considered metadata as semantic annotations. The process of suggesting changes in an ontology
based on changes in the underlying annotated dataset was defined as data-driven change in [6]. It
can be argued that the methodology described here is data-driven rather than metadata-driven, in
the sense that, in most of the cases, metadata evolves as a consequence of the evolution of the
underlying data. However, in the case of manual annotation, for example, the annotator may
change the metadata associated with a document, without changing the document itself.
The proposed methodology can be considered as a bottom up approach for two reasons. First, the
basic principle is that changes in metadata would guide the evolution of the ontologies. Second,
the definition of the methodology itself is based on “experimentations” using real life datasets: by
studying the evolution of these datasets through the associated metadata, we aim at defining
general principles for a metadata-driven ontology evolution. Therefore, we plan to apply this
methodology to two concrete case studies using two different datasets and two different forms of
metadata: the evolution of ontologies depending on changes in folksonomies and depending on
changes in textual documents in a given domain. The methodology itself is presented in Section
4.1 and the considered case studies are described in the following sections (4.2 and 4.3). The
actual experiments and tools will be implemented as a part of the next deliverable on dynamics of
metadata (D1.5.2).

4.1 Methodology
This section presents our approach for studying changes in metadata and deriving suggestions of
changes in the corresponding ontologies. More precisely, we describe a method to capture (1) the
evolution of different types of metadata and (2) the implied changes in the related (networked)
ontologies. The proposed methodology relies on a bottom-up approach for capturing the relations
between metadata evolution and ontology changes. First, the data contained in a set of existing
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documents/resources has to be automatically related to the considered ontologies, in order to form
an exploitable corpus of ontology-based metadata. Metadata changes can then be captured on the
basis of the generated structure, and the study of the implications of these changes on ontologies
can be carried out, with the aim of deriving suggestions of corresponding ontology evolutions.
Obtaining this exploitable corpus of metadata, linking the resources to the ontologies, leads to
several common, generic or domain-specific issues:
•

Pre-processing: First, the considered documents, resources and metadata can take
different forms, and may contain noise, redundancies, etc. A pre-processing step is
generally required in order to obtain an exploitable corpus, including domain (or data)dependent tasks such as filtering, transformation, etc. The result of this step should be a
common, simple, and easy to process representation of the metadata. The simplest
possible form of representation, applicable in most of the cases, is sets of terms. Therefore,
the pre-processing step results in sets of filtered terms associated with the corresponding
documents (or occurrences in the documents). Specific filtering and transformation tasks
are described in the following sections for the considered case studies.

•

Conceptual Organisation: Once a set of descriptive terms is obtained for each of the
considered documents, we need to identify from among these terms those that represent
important domain concepts, which may be contained in the ontologies. More importantly,
potential relations between these terms, or more precisely between the corresponding
concepts, have to be detected. One possibility is to group (or cluster) the terms according
to their relations in the documents, suggesting in this way potential relations in the
ontologies. In the next section (4.2), a clustering technique is proposed to group the tags of
folksonomies according to their co-occurrence. Similarly, many ontology learning methods,
after a pre-processing step which leads to a set of initial terms, apply a variety of methods
to organise these terms into taxonomies and to derive relations between them [9].

•

Ontology Matching: Finally, the links between the obtained conceptual structure and the
considered ontologies have to be established. This can be realised by using generic
ontology matching techniques [10], mapping the organised terms to ontology concepts, and
relating them according to ontology relations. It is worth noticing that these mappings
already provide indications of missing knowledge in the ontologies: the terms and relations
for which there is no mapping suggest missing concepts and relations.

These three tasks provide the basic structure on which we rely for capturing metadata changes
and the related ontology evolutions.

4.1.1

Capturing metadata changes

The evolution of the metadata can be captured through the changes occurring in the
corresponding set of terms, conceptual structures, and mappings. Documents can be
added or removed, leading to a different (either extended or reduced) set of terms. The
comparison of the results of the conceptual organisation of the terms obtained at different
times allows the consideration of changes from a more abstract (conceptual) point of view,
indicating for example previously unknown relations between terms, or ones that have
become obsolete. It is worth noticing here that these conceptual structures are not
ontologies, but rather intermediary descriptions of the metadata, used to guide the
integration (the matching) with the considered ontologies, and facilitating the study of
metadata evolution. Finally, new mappings to the ontologies may appear from the
conceptual structure, and some may be modified or reconsidered. Basically, by comparing
the processed metadata at different levels and different time points, we can trace, capture
and study these evolutions in an abstract, ontology-related representation. The outcome
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here is a characterisation of the changes in the metadata that may lead to particular
evolution of ontologies.
4.1.2

Suggesting ontology changes

Capturing the evolution of the metadata is only the first part of the problem. Each evolution may
lead to an extension of the existing gap between the metadata and the ontology coverage. For
example, if some newly added terms have no correspondence in the ontologies, an extension with
additional concepts and relations may be required. On the other hand, if the set of terms generated
at any moment in time is smaller than the set of terms generated previously (e.g., because some
data has been deleted or because some terms are less significantly represented) then this can
lead to the pruning of the ontologies in such a way that they do not contain obsolete
concepts/relations. Our goal is to provide general principles for suggesting changes in ontologies in
order to fill this additional gap. More precisely, studying the evolution of real-life datasets would
allow us to associate suggestions of changes in the ontology to “typical” changes in the captured
metadata, thus providing a basis for guiding the maintenance of ontologies according to the related
metadata.

4.1.3

Summary of the methodology

Figure 1 summarises the proposed methodology in a schematic view. The left part concerns the
establishment of mappings between the metadata and the ontologies. The right part shows how,
by studying the changes occurring in the metadata and their consequences on the mappings, we
can suggest changes in the ontologies. This method relies on two main elements: the initial
metadata set and a set of ontologies that are supposed to be related to the considered metadata.
First, a mapping is created between the metadata and the ontologies, using the three steps
described above: pre-processing, conceptual organisation, and ontology matching. By using the
same procedure, the changes occurring in the metadata can be captured in terms of changes in
the derived conceptual structure between the extracted terms, and changes in the mappings with
the ontologies. We can then study how the evolution of the metadata has extended (or maybe
reduced) the gap between the knowledge contained in the ontologies and the elements described
by the metadata, suggesting possible evolutions of the ontologies in order to fill this gap.

Ontologie

Change
Suggest

Ontology Matching

Mapping

Change
Lead to
Change

Conceptual Structure

Lead to

Conceptual Organisation
Sets of filtered terms
Pre-processing

Change
Data

Change

Lead to

Figure 1: Schematic view of the bottom-up approach for ontology evolution
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4.2 Case Study 1: Evolving ontologies through linking them to folksonomies
Social tagging systems such as Flickr (http://www.flickr.com/), for photo-sharing, and Del.icio.us
(http://del.icio.us/), for social bookmarking, are becoming more and more popular, nowadays covering a
wide range of resources and communities, with a huge number of participants sharing and tagging a
large number of resources. For example, Del.ici.ous was said to have more than a million registered
users in September 2006, who had been posting more than 100,000 bookmarks each day
(http://deli.ckoma.net/stats). The collection of all tags present in a tagging system forms a folksonomy.
Due to their popularity, folksonomies are changing rapidly as users add new resources and tags.
Because they are updated continuously, folksonomies are up-to-date with respect to the vocabulary used
by a wide range of people, thus reflecting new terms that appear. Unlike folksonomies, ontologies are
built at a much slower rate and therefore they often lag behind the novel terminology in a given domain.
A solution for automatically enriching (and hence evolving) ontologies is to align them to folksonomies
and modify them so that they reflect the changes in the folksonomies. This alignment is also beneficial for
folksonomies. Current tag sets lack any semantic relations and therefore are hard to use during
searching. The alignment to ontologies allows the enrichment of folksonomies with semantic relations so
that more semantic searches can be performed.
In this first case study, we investigate how ontology changes can be derived from changes in
folksonomies. The process of linking folksonomies to ontologies has been described in [11] and it will be
used in the first part of the case study (as it covers the first three major steps of our methodology). For
this reason, we briefly summarise here the techniques proposed in [11].

4.2.1

Data Set

We investigate the tag sets in Flickr and Del.icio.us, due both to their popularity (with a large number of
resources, users, and tags) and availability. In our experiments, we use the same Del.ici.ous tags as [12]
and Flickr tags for photos posted between 01-02-2004 and 01-03-2006. The numbers of resources,
users, and tags in both datasets, as well as the distinct number of each of these elements, are shown in
Table 1.

Total

Distinct

users / resources

tags

users

resources

tags

Delicious

19,605

89,978

7,164

14,211

11,960

Flickr

49,087

167,130

6,140

49,087

17,956

Table 1: Original numbers of users, resources and tags extracted from Del.icio.us and Flickr

4.2.2

Pre-processing

The pre-processing stage proposed in [11] reduces the set of all tags to a set of normalised,
representative tags. For this a set of tags are discarded if (i) they are unusual (non-alphabetic), (ii)
they are morphologically similar to other tags (by grouping tags such as cat and cats, san_francisco,
sanfrancisco and san.francisco), (iii) they appear less than a certain number of times (infrequent tags).
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Conceptual Organisation

Once relevant tags are identified, the next step is to perform a statistical analysis of the tag space in order
to identify groups, or clusters, of possibly related tags. Clustering is based on the similarity between tags,
given by their co-occurrence. The result of this step is a set of clusters each containing tags that are likely
to be connected because they appear often in similar contexts. Table 2 (reproduced from [11]) provides
some examples of tag clusters.
Del.icio.us data
{author books literature}
{bicycle bike courier cycling}
{bingo blackjack casino gamble gambling keno poker roulette slots}
{bookmark bookmarking folksonomy social tagging tags}
{browse extension firefox mozilla thunderbird}
{aim chat gtalk icq instant jabber messaging messenger msn yahoo}
Flickr data
{activism anarchism banner brutality demonstration eu globalization gothenburg
police protest riots summit syndicalism worker}
{backpacking hot humid iguacu lush rainforest waterfall wilderness}
{damage flooding hurricane katrina Louisiana}
{bosnia europe herzegovina Sarajevo}
{apple ibook mac ipod macintosh powerbook}
Table 2: Examples of clusters found for Del.icio.us and Flickr data

4.2.4

Ontology Matching

The clusters (conceptual structures) obtained previously are matched to ontologies available online
in order to establish semantic relations between the tags. Examples of semantic relations obtained
between the tags of clusters obtained by querying several online ontologies are shown below in
Figure 2 (reproduced from [11]). The mapping should take into account structural properties of
mappable elements, such as compounding, and semantic ambiguity of source or target concept.
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Figure 2: Examples of semantic relations obtained

4.2.5

Capturing metadata changes

While the steps described before (dealing mainly with deriving the metadata) will be implemented
using work described in [11], the step of capturing the way metadata changes will require novel
work. Our plan is to re-run the process described above at different points in time and compare the
output (i.e., see how the obtained clusters differ). We will identify clusters that have been added or
clusters which have disappeared. At a more fine-grained level, for each cluster we will monitor
changes within the cluster, namely additions or elimination of some tags. All these types of
changes have important influences on the evolution of the ontology. Our task will be to derive a
wide range of metadata changes taking into account the metadata derived in our experiments.
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Suggesting ontology changes

Once a set of changes in the metadata has been identified, these changes can be used to suggest
corresponding updates to the ontologies. While this typology of changes will be derived when the
experiments are run and therefore will be grounded in actual data, we can already predict some
typical changes. For example:
A new cluster is added: then find an ontology that contains elements (concepts/relations) with the
same label as the tags in the cluster. If the ontology only covers a subset of the terms then find
methods to extend the ontology with concepts corresponding to the missing tags.
A new tag is added to a cluster: if no corresponding concept exists in the ontology to which the
cluster was aligned, then insert the tag in the ontology.

4.3 Case Study 2: Data Driven Ontology Learning on FAO data
The second case study is performed on a different type of data set from the previous case study. In
this case, we investigate how ontologies can be evolved through applying ontology learning
methods to textual data. The data that we are working on are made available by FAO and subject
to experimentation in WP7.

4.3.1

Data Set

The data set used is a collection of textual data used for the experiments in task T7.3. There are
several collections, including news items, fact sheets on species and internal documentation.

4.3.2

Pre-processing

We envisage that pre-processing will be performed using existing software packages. In particular,
we will experiment with three tools:
TermExtractor (University of Roma La Sapienza) - a web service for the extraction of domain
relevant terminology
GATE [4] (University of Sheffield) - a suite of natural language applications for document
annotation.
Text2Onto [13] (University of Karlsruhe) – an ontology learning tool that provides a variety of
algorithms needed for the entire process of ontology learning. Some of these algorithms deal
with the simplest task in ontology learning, that of extracting relevant terms from a corpus.

4.3.3

Conceptual Organisation

The conceptual organisation step aims at deriving some meaningful structure between the
identified terms. Again, we envisage the possibility to use two different kinds of packages to
perform this task:
Clustering algorithms – when TermExtractor is used, we can use the extracted terms and their
co-occurrence information from the analysed documents as input for the clustering mechanism
described in Section 4.2.3. This would lead to clusters similar to those obtained in case study
1.
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Text2Onto – we can use the ontology learning algorithms from Text2Onto to derive an ontological
structure between the identified terms (including subsumption relations, mereological relations,
general relations).

4.3.4

Ontology Matching

Depending on the conceptual structure derived previously, we can use a variety of ontology
matching approaches to align these structures to ontologies. Simple, string-similarity based
methods can be used to find correspondences between terms in a cluster and the labels of
ontology elements. If the derived structures are richer than sets of terms, we can also employ
structural matching methods to find alignments between the derived ontologies and the ontologies
(ontology networks) that need to be updated.

4.3.5

Capturing Metadata Changes and Suggesting Ontology Changes

Capturing metadata changes and linking them to updates in the corresponding ontologies will be
the topic of our investigation after running the above mentioned experiments. We can already say,
however, that these types of changes will somehow depend on the kind of conceptual structure
that the metadata takes. If we derive clusters of terms, then we can provide a similar typology of
changes as in case study 1. If the conceptual structures derived are ontologies, then we can re-use
and extend Klein’s typology of changes to capture changes between ontologies derived at different
moments in time and then suggest adequate changes in the ontologies.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this deliverable we have described a framework and methodology to capture the dynamics of
metadata, which is the main task of T1.5. This consists of two main approaches: the evolution of
metadata when an ontology changes, and changes to the ontology resulting from metadata
evolution. The first approach involves using the Klein and Noy ontology as a starting point, and
proposing changes in order to make it more suitable for our needs. We then discuss how this will
be implemented in NeOn. In Section 3.4 we have detailed the current state of the implementation
of the approach and outlined our future plans for integrating our framework in GATE.
In section 4, we have described a methodology for capturing changes in metadata with the aim of
suggesting changes in the related ontologies. We adopt a bottom-up approach, studying the
evolution of real-life datasets to come up with general principles for metadata-driven ontology
evolution. In this line of idea, we proposed to apply this methodology on two concrete case studies,
using two different datasets, and two different forms of metadata: tags of folksonomies and texts
related to the agricultural domain (provided by FAO). Therefore, the obvious next step of this work
is to run the experiments corresponding to these case studies, capturing the evolution of the
metadata by relating the considered resources to the considered ontologies at different points in
time. We believe that the study of these ontology-based metadata evolutions will allow us to
understand and potentially capture the implications of metadata changes on the related ontologies.
The concrete outcome of this work should be general rules for suggesting ontology changes to
reflect metadata changes, providing a basis for a metadata-driven ontology evolution.
As we have discussed, the first part of this deliverable is concerned with the metadata changes led
by ontology changes, i.e. the inverse process of the one described in the second part. In the first
part, we rely on a typology of ontology changes as shown in section 3. Since metadata changes
lead to ontology changes, and ontology changes lead to metadata changes, the interactions
between these two processes have to be considered. We can therefore imagine an integrated
process that would alternatively suggest changes in ontologies and metadata until a stable version
of both elements is obtained.
Other directions for the continuation of this work concern the link to other studies realised within
NeOn:
•

WP1: Task 1.1. Several other tasks in WP1 are also related to T1.5. For example, changes
suggested according to metadata evolution should be represented in a way that matches
the NeOn meta-model produced in Task 1.1, in particular for the part concerning
versioning.

•

WP1: Task 1.3: The first version of the change typology described in Section 3 is very
relevant for T1.3 in general, because it impacts on the change propagation models
developed there. Efforts will therefore be harmonised in these two tasks, as the change
typology developed here should be formalised and implemented fully into the NeOn model
in T1.3. Similarly, the work presented in Section 4, which can be formulated as the study of
the propagation of changes from metadata to ontologies, is clearly also relevant for T1.3
and should be integrated.

•

WP2: The work on folksonomies described in the first case study (Section 4.2) is closely
related to the data re-engineering work in WP2, where tag clusters obtained from
folksonomies will be semantically enriched (i.e. semantic relations between tags will be
discovered). The proposed work in the current task, on the other hand, will reuse tag
clusters generated at different points in time and attempt to evolve ontologies based on the
differences between these clusters. So while in WP2 the main emphasis will be on the
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enrichment methods, here the focus will be on the development of the typology of changes
and derived ontology suggestions, based on the case study.
•

WP7: Our second case study is obviously related to the NeOn case study considered in
WP7, in particular concerning the life-cycle management of the fishery ontology. We plan to
provide tools for the maintenance of the existing ontology, on the basis of an evolving
document repository owned by FAO. Moreover, this task may rely on tools – in particular,
ontology learning systems – that are currently being experimented with as part of Task 7.3.
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7. Appendix: Klein and Noy's Full Ontology

Change
•

•

Addition
• Add_Comment
• Add_Disjoint_Class
• Add_Domain
• Add_Equivalent_Class
• Add_Equivalent_Individual
• Add_Equivalent_Property
• Add_Higherbound
• Add_Inverse_Property
• Add_Label
• Add_Lowerbound
• Add_Range
• Add_Restriction
• Add_Superclass
• Add_Superproperty
Atomic_Change
• Class_Change
• Class_Disjointness_Change
• Add_Disjoint_Class
• Modify_Disjoint_Class
• Modify_Disjoint_Class_To_Subclass
• Modify_Disjoint_Class_To_Superclass
• Remove_Disjoint_Class
• Class_Equivalence_Change
• Add_Equivalent_Class
• Modify_Equivalent_Class
• Modify_Equivalent_Class_To_Subclass
• Modify_Equivalent_Class_To_Superclass
• Remove_Equivalent_Class
• Restriction_Change
• Add_Restriction
• Cardinality_Change
• Extend_Cardinality
• Higherbound_Change
• Add_Higherbound
• Modify_Higherbound
• Decrease_Higherbound
• Increase_Higherbound
• Remove_Higherbound
• Lowerbound_Change
• Add_Lowerbound
• Modify_Lowerbound
• Decrease_Lowerbound
• Increase_Lowerbound
• Remove_Lowerbound
• Restrict_Cardinality
• Modify_Restriction_Filler
• Modify_Restriction_Filler_To_Subclass
• Modify_Restriction_Filler_To_Superclass
• Remove_Restriction
• Restriction_Type_Change
• Change_To_Existential_Restriction
• Change_To_Universal_Restriction
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Superclass_Change
• Add_Superclass
• Modify_Superclass
• Modify_Superclass_To_Subclass
• Modify_Superclass_To_Superclass
• Remove_Superclass
Individual_Change
• Individual_Equivalence_Change
• Add_Equivalent_Individual
• Modify_Equivalent_Individual
• Remove_Equivalent_Individual
• Modify_Indivual_Type
• Modify_Indivual_Type_To_Subclass
• Modify_Indivual_Type_To_Superclass
Ontology_Change
• Ontology_Addition
• Add_Class
• Add_Individual
• Add_Property
• Ontology_Removal
• Remove_Class
• Remove_Individual
• Remove_Property
Property_Change
• Domain_Change
• Add_Domain
• Modify_Domain
• Extend_Domain
• Restrict_Domain
• Remove_Domain
• Property_Equivalence_Change
• Add_Equivalent_Property
• Modify_Equivalent_Property
• Modify_Equivalent_Property_To_Subproperty
• Modify_Equivalent_Property_To_Superproperty
• Remove_Equivalent_Property
• Property_Inverse_Change
• Add_Inverse_Property
• Modify_Inverse_Property
• Modify_Inverse_Property_To_Subproperty
• Modify_Inverse_Property_To_Superproperty
• Remove_Inverse_Property
• Property_Type_Change
• Change_To_DatatypeProperty
• Change_To_ObjectProperty
• Set_Functionality
• Set_InverseFunctionality
• Set_Symmetry
• Set_Transtivity
• Unset_Functionality
• Unset_InverseFunctionality
• Unset_Symmetry
• Unset_Transtivity
• Range_Change
• Add_Range
• Modify_Range
• Extend_Range
• Restrict_Range
• Remove_Range
• Superproperty_Change
•

•

•

•
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Add_Superproperty
Modify_Superproperty
• Modify_Superproperty_To_Subproperty
• Modify_Superproperty_To_Superproperty
• Remove_Superproperty
• Resource_Change
• Comment_Change
• Add_Comment
• Modify_Comment
• Remove_Comment
• Label_Change
• Add_Label
• Modify_Label
• Remove_Label
Composite_Change
Modification
• Extend_Cardinality
• Modify_Comment
• Modify_Disjoint_Class
• Modify_Disjoint_Class_To_Subclass
• Modify_Disjoint_Class_To_Superclass
• Modify_Domain
• Extend_Domain
• Restrict_Domain
• Modify_Equivalent_Class
• Modify_Equivalent_Class_To_Subclass
• Modify_Equivalent_Class_To_Superclass
• Modify_Equivalent_Individual
• Modify_Equivalent_Property
• Modify_Equivalent_Property_To_Subproperty
• Modify_Equivalent_Property_To_Superproperty
• Modify_Higherbound
• Decrease_Higherbound
• Increase_Higherbound
• Modify_Indivual_Type
• Modify_Indivual_Type_To_Subclass
• Modify_Indivual_Type_To_Superclass
• Modify_Inverse_Property
• Modify_Inverse_Property_To_Subproperty
• Modify_Inverse_Property_To_Superproperty
• Modify_Label
• Modify_Lowerbound
• Decrease_Lowerbound
• Increase_Lowerbound
• Modify_Range
• Extend_Range
• Restrict_Range
• Modify_Restriction_Filler
• Modify_Restriction_Filler_To_Subclass
• Modify_Restriction_Filler_To_Superclass
• Modify_Superclass
• Modify_Superclass_To_Subclass
• Modify_Superclass_To_Superclass
• Modify_Superproperty
• Modify_Superproperty_To_Subproperty
• Modify_Superproperty_To_Superproperty
• Restrict_Cardinality
• Restriction_Type_Change
• Change_To_Existential_Restriction
• Change_To_Universal_Restriction
•
•

•
•
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Removal
• Remove_Comment
• Remove_Disjoint_Class
• Remove_Domain
• Remove_Equivalent_Class
• Remove_Equivalent_Individual
• Remove_Equivalent_Property
• Remove_Higherbound
• Remove_Inverse_Property
• Remove_Label
• Remove_Lowerbound
• Remove_Range
• Remove_Restriction
• Remove_Superclass
• Remove_Superproperty
Utility_Classes
• Role
•

•

